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The	  democratic janus:	  indirect or	  direct?

• What is	  the	  best	  procedure to	  make	  the	  political bodymove?
• The	  Social	  Contract:	  not	  the	  way the	  ”act of association	  is”,	  but the	  
way it	  should be
• A	  political construction to	  avoid the	  regression	  in	  the	  family sphere
• The	  act of association	  is	  not	  natural,	  it	  is	  necessary to	  tackle the	  
political conflictuality
• The	  regression	  in	  the	  family sphere would be	  a	  way of fixing for	  ever
an	  ontology of hierarchies (	  a	  political emancipation	  is	  necessary).



Plan	  of the	  discussion

1)	  Why are Rousseau´s views still	  valid	  today?

2)	  The	  democratic dilemma:	  indirect versus direct?

3)	  What kind	  of citizens do	  we need?



1)	  The	  indivisibility of the	  sovereignty

• ”The	  sovereign cannot be	  represented,	  divided or	  broken	  up in	  
anyway”	  
• The	  principle of representation	  is	  a	  fiction,	  as	  there is	  a	  distinction
between governmentand	  sovereign
• The	  governmentdefends its own acts ”in	  the	  name of”
• Equivalence between government and	  sovereign
• The	  principle of representation:	  justification of the	  social	  alienation	  



1)	  The	  indivisibility of sovereignty

• The	  ”act of association”:	  mutual engagement and	  no	  social	  distinction
between the	  rulers and	  the	  ruled.	  Political and	  social	  responsibility
(Chapter VII)
• Important words:	  ”citizens”,	  ”subjects”,	  ”people”,	  ”power”,	  	  
”sovereign”
• Book	  II,	  chapter II	  sovereignty is	  ”inalienable”,	  ”indivisible”
• Clarity about the	  sovereign authority.	  ”The	  Japanese conjurers,	  it	  is	  
said,	  cut up a	  child before the	  eyes of the	  spectators;	  then,	  throwing
all	  its limbs into the	  air,	  they make	  the	  child come	  down	  again alive
and	  whole”.	  Dismembering the	  social	  body and	  remembering it.



1)	  The	  political game	  (the	  representative	  
illusion)
• ”Such almost are the	  juggler´s tricks	  of our politicians;	  after
dismembering the	  social	  body,	  by	  magic worthy of the	  circus,	  they
recombine its parts,	  in	  any unlikely way”	  (Book	  II,	  chapter II)
• Enlightenment :	  how to	  reorganize the	  social	  body
• Some procedures divide the	  object of the	  Sovereign:	  the	  political
parties
• Today,	  the	  political parties seem to	  be	  the	  unit of the	  representative	  
system.	  A	  regime is	  considered as	  democratic when it	  has	  free
elections,	  freedomof speech and	  a	  plurality of political parties



1)	  Political parties and	  the	  division	  of
sovereignty
• Political parties :	  expression	  of factions,	  how can a	  part	  represent the	  
whole?
• Suspicion about the	  political parties.	  During the	  French Revolution,	  
Loi Le	  Chapelier (14	  June	  1791)	  condemned the	  principle of reunion.	  
A	  faction is	  a	  possible of conspiracy.
• In	  the	  French tradition,	  the	  political parties were not	  really accepted
in	  the	  beginning of the	  Revolution.	  The	  ”general	  speech”	  
(Rosanvallon)	  is	  the	  core reference.



1)	  The	  French republican tradition

• The	  use of the	  ”general	  speech”	  is	  still	  prevailing in	  France.	  
Surprisingly,	  if the	  idea of Republic progressed during the	  19th	  
century,	  the	  direct procedureswere excluded.	  A	  paradox	  in	  the	  
appropriation of Rousseau.	  
• The	  general	  will is	  expressed through the	  body of representatives.	  The	  
elective mechanism is	  seen as	  the	  only principle of legitimacy
(suffrage universel masculin).
• This interpretation	  of Rousseau	  until today explains that the	  
representatives	  did not	  want to	  share the	  power (idea of
competency)
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2)	  Towards Modern	  Representative	  
Democracy
• (Book	  III)	  ”Were there a	  people of God's that would govern itself
democratically,(...)	  so	  perfect a	  government is not	  suited to men. “
• Shift from dogmatic to realistic utopism about the idea of modern	  
democracy based on	  popular sovereignity and division of powers
• Offers an	  opening for modern	  representative democracy,	  which is different	  
from representative government (Hobbes/Lock)	  based on	  dignity (human	  
rights),	  delegation (representative	  democracy)	  and	  participation (direct
democracy)	  à consistentwith concept that sovereignity is	  indivisible (book
III,	  chap 15)
• From	  abstraction to	  concretisation in	  R.s work on	  the	  Polish	  and	  Corsican
constitutions



2)	  Towards Modern	  Representative	  
Democracy
• Jean	  Antoine	  Nicolas	  Caritat,	  Marquis	  de	  Condorcet	  (1743–1794)	  à
inspired by R.	  and the American	  Revolution

• Initiative	  and Referendum	  as
an	  integral	  part of a	  modern	  
representative democracy.	  



2)	  Towards Modern	  Representative	  
Democracy

• Napoléon Bonaparte	  à Swiss	  Unitarian State,	  Constitutional	  
Referendum
• Confederation as a	  fruitful context (with long pre-‐modern	  tradition of
direct democracy)
• Invented by referendumin	  1848	  à optional	  referendum,	  citizens
initiative
• Idea of modern	  representative democracy with strong	  human	  and
popular rights around the world
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2)	  Towards Modern	  Representative	  
Democracy

• Modern	  Direct Democracy	  in	  Switzerland today
• Fine-‐tuned,	  well-‐used and hotly debated (examples)
• Invented by referendum in	  1848	  à optional	   referendum,	  citizens
initiative
• Idea of modern	  representative democracy with strong	  human	  and
popular rights around the world
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• Idea of modern	  representative democracy with strong	  human	  and
well-‐designed popular rights around the world



2)	  Towards Modern	  Representative	  
Democracy
• Many Swedish	  attempts to	  complement it’s representative	  democracy
with popular rights in	  decision-‐making (until 1921….since	  
1977/1994/2011/2016)
• European	  Union	  as a	  framwork for participatory democracy at	  the
transnational	  level (Amsterdam,	  Nice,	  Constitutional	  Treaty,	  Lisbon)
à European	  Citizens‘	  Initiative
• Switzerland and	  European Union	  as	  late	  drafts	  of Rousseaus	  idea and	  
concept of a	  political community,	  which goes	  beyond representative	  
government?



3)	  What kind	  of citizens do	  we need?

• Critical and	  well-‐informed citizens support	  and	  need procedures of
modern	  direct democracy
• The	  representative	  government is	  a	  mixture of aristocratic and	  
democratic principles.	  It	  is	  maybe an	  outgoing intermediary system	  of
organization of the	  political power.
• Current debates (Post-‐Brexit)	  offers	  insights into a	  late	  conflict
between post-‐democratic elitists	  and	  pre-‐democratic populists
• Using the	  democratic rights is	  a	  necessity.	  Citizens	  have to	  be	  active
and	  not	  passive.	  A	  new	  civic engagement.	  
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Conclusions

•	  Rousseaus	  idea and	  concept of a	  modern	  representative	  
democracy with strong	  participatory rights are just-‐in-‐time
•	  The	  growing worldwide use of initiatives and	  referendums	  
require better knowledge and	  stronger participatory
infrastructures
•	  Democratizing the	  European Union	  remains a	  great task	  to	  
pursue – and	  would most certainly have a	  great supporter	  in	  Jean-‐
Jacques	  Rousseau	  – the	  realistic idealist	  of modern	  democracy.
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